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IN CASE YOU MISSED IT
In 2018, we published hundreds of stories
in print, and a story a day online. These
10 got the most reads and reaction. Track
them down on TheOvercast.ca
A Tsunami of Seniors Might Crash Our
Healthcare System
Calling BS: Newfoundlanders Are NOT
The Country’s Friendliest Canadians
Contraver-Sea: Why The Grieg Aquaculture
Project In Placentia Bay Is Such A Big Deal
Follow Up: Are Food Banks Willing And
Able To Distribute Wild Game?
Labra-Doorway: Labrador Could Be The
Future Trade Route Of Global Commerce

7 Sensational
News Stories
from 2018
You Maybe
Missed
In 2018, Childish Gambino made
music videos relevant again, Kayne
West decalred that 400 years of
slavery “sounds like it was a choice,”
and apparently, Cardi B threw a
shoe at Nicki Minaj at a red carpet
event. While celebrities stole the
headlines as always, these tales of
average Jills and Joes barely made a
peep, somehow:
THE FOUL-MOUTHED, SHOPAHOLIC
PARROT NAMED ROCCO
There is an African Grey Parrot named Rocco,
who was rejected from an animal sanctuary
because he kept chirping human swear words
at the crowd. After being taken in by a new
owner, Rocco took up another uncontrollable
habit: ordering things online via an Amazon
Alexa device. The Times of London reported
the parrot also asks Alexa to play him music
and tell him jokes. Rocco has placed orders
for things like strawberries, ice cream, and a
kettle, before getting bared from Amazon by a
parental control feature.
A SPANISH AUTHOR BUILT A
SPACESHIP TO VISIT A NON-EXISTENT
PLANET HE CREATED
Lucio Ballesteros spent roughly 100,000
Euros to build a spacecraft. It’s not for him
though. He says he doesn’t think anyone
will be able to use it until sometime in the

near-but-distant future. He says humanity
will have to “evolve psychically and spiritually”
before people can figure out how to power his
technology, and fly the thing. It's entirely likely
it's all a publicity stunt for his novels, but it’s
an awesome one. If it sounds like the basis
of a documentary, stay tuned: Documentary
filmmaker Xoel Méndez is making a film about
Ballesteros and his work, called 10/7.

we have actually never observed this until a
few years ago,” said Charles Littnan, a monk
seal conservation biologist with the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) Fisheries. He added that it’s probably
just a weird anomaly or statistical qurik,
but who knows, right? Maybe snorting eels
is the Monk Seal equivalent of the Tide Pod
Challenge.

PEOPLE IN CUBA ARE STINGING
THEMSELVES WITH BLUE SCORPIONS
There’s this 78 year old Cuban farmer, Pepe
Casanas, who’s been hunting down a blue
scorpion once a month to sting himself with.
He claims it relieves him of the pain of his
rheumatoid arthritis. He's not alone. Curious,
the scientific community explored the claim,
and it's true. In fact, blue scorpion venom may
also prevent the growth of cancer tumours.
The prized venom is now the basis of Vitadox,
a new-ish drug for sale in 15 countries. 2018
saw that number really ramp up. In Cuba, tens
of thousands of patients enjoy it for less than
a dollar a vial, but outside of Cuba, on Amazon
say, it costs over ten times as much.

CHINA IS MAKING ITS OWN MOON?
City officials in the Chinese city of Chengdu
announced their plans to build and launch
its own artificial full moon by 2020. It’s not
looking to overshadow the real moon or
anything – the fake moon will be built in a way
that complements or accentuates the light of
the existing moon. In addition to the obvious,
picturesque aesthetic appeal, the intention is
to save the city money by replacing the need
for streetlights. Russia announced a similar
idea in the 1990s, dubbed a "space mirror,"
capable of producing light "equivalent to
three to five full moons.” Some people love
the idea, most people are worried about how
it will interfere with air travel navigation,
astronomical observations, or wildlife (for
example, in Australia's Great Barrier Reef,
hundreds of coral species simultaneously
release their eggs and sperm in response to
moments of intense moonlight).

THE FART THAT ENDED IN
AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
According to the Miami Herald, 37-year-old
Shanetta Yvette Wilson let out a loud fart
in a dollar store, and when someone called
her out on it, she pulled a knife on him;
said she was going to gut him. She wound
up charged with aggravated assault with a
deadly weapon. The case is being touted as an
argument for shouting the classic, defensive
line, “you smelt it, you dealt it” (as opposed to
reaching for your knife. Seldom an appropriate
social response).
SEALS KEEP GETTING EELS
STUCK UP THEIR NOSES, AND
NOBODY KNOWS WHY
^^ That headline is a direct copy and paste
from Live Science, and says it all. Young
seals in Hawaii are getting eels stuck in their
noses – the right nostril it seems – and no one
knows why. "In almost 40 years of monitoring,

A GUY GOT STUCK IN A GREASY
RESTAURANT VENT FOR 48 HOURS
It is assumed his intentions were dodgy. A
skinny man stripped down to his pants and a
tee, and jumped into a Chinese restaurant’s
grease vent, presumably to get inside the
locked restaurant. The article in NPR explains
what went wrong: “It turned out it wasn't
a straight drop from the roof to the floor.
After making it about 5 feet down the chute,
the 5-foot-9-inch man hit a turn in the vent,
forcing him into a semi-crouched position
with his arms reaching up, immobilized over
his head … Trapped and unable to move in any
direction, he started calling out for help. But
his desperate cries were muffled in the layers
of rancid oil that surrounded him.”

No Regular John: How Bonavista’s Mayor Is
Building Up The Peninsula
Snelgrove Trial Appeal Could Affect Canada’s
Legal Definition Of Consent
The Story Of Ross Larkin: The New Face
Of Newfoundland Cuisine
The Truly Surprising Story Of Mary Brown’s
NL Women Face Nation’s Biggest Wage Gap
Despite Being Better Educated Than Men

happy holidays &
best wishes for 2019

DID YOU KNOW?

2019 IS THE YEAR OF THE PIG
In Chinese culture, pigs are the symbol of wealth.
Pigs have a beautiful personality and are blessed
with good fortune in life. Recent years of the Pig:
1935, 1947, 1959, 1971, 1983, 1995, 2007, 2019
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for work, Metrobus is overseen by St. John’s
council staff, councillors, and residents.
Shouldn't the province provide
more funding for transit in its
capital city? A better transit
service would save the province
money directly, through reduced
needs for road improvements
to lower traffic congestion,
and indirectly, by improving
community health, providing
easier pathways to employment
for young people who can’t
afford cars, and by assisting our
ageing population to remain
independent for longer.

Is St. John's
Transit Finally
At A Turning
Point?
BY DAVID BRAKE
HEAD OF THE ESSENTIAL TRANSIT
ASSOCIATION

The new year may be a critical one
for those interested in improved
public transit across the North East
Avalon peninsula.
The municipal elections in St John’s in
2017 brought in a slate of new councillors,
several of whom — notably Ian Froude and
Maggie Burton — have told voters they see
improved transit as a key objective. This
spring, Metrobus will get Dillon Consulting’s
recommendations for a new three to five year
strategic plan. In their discussions with the
public in November, they heard concerns over
the frequency of buses, the winding routes
they sometimes take, and their occasional
unreliability, among other issues.
In announcing this year’s budget - the first
one that the new council had the chance to
consult on - they said that the public told
them they wanted to see services maintained,
even if it meant a small rise in taxes, which
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meant among other things that they left the
subsidy for Metrobus where it was. While
this may effectively mean a small cut, given
inflation and other rising costs, in the next
year the strategic plan may give them the
ammunition to justify a rise in spending and
services.
Earlier, in September, a key piece of the
transit puzzle fell into place when the
province finally agreed to provide matching
funds to release federal funding for transit
infrastructure like new buses or shelters. The
Federal Public Transit Infrastructure Fund
will pay for 40% of new infrastructure (buses,
shelters etc) on condition that the province
pay for a third, so St. John’s would only have
to pay 27% of its cost as long as the province
approves the plans, or even less if it’s
renewing existing infrastructure.
The spending timetable jointly
published by the province
and the federal government
projects a maximum
federal spending of $11.5m
over the next five years.
But only $3m of $4.7m of
earlier federal transit money
made available from 2016 was
spent.
While that will help with one-off purchases
to improve the network, the best hope for
a boost to Metrobus’ income in the long
term, and to encourage an extension of the
network outside of St John’s is the “U-Pass”
– a scheme promoted by MUN and Metrobus

At present, Metrobus receives no provincial
funding for its running costs. While it runs
buses outside of St John’s when paid by
other cities to do so, over 90% of the subsidy
to keep the network running comes from
the city’s ratepayers, and it does not have a
formal mandate to manage transit across
the region. As a result, it does not have a
regional strategy – expansion is entirely
dependent on ad hoc bilateral negotiations
with other cities. While across Canada most
transit spending is predominantly a municipal
responsibility, Newfoundland and Labrador is
one of the last provinces not to have any form
of direct funding for public transit.
The argument for provincial coordination
and funding is particularly strong on the NE
Avalon peninsula because of the number of
small municipalities surrounding St John’s,
all with a need for better transit, but none
with the financial capacity to plan or deliver it
effectively on their own.

which would see almost all undergraduate
students buying a heavily discounted bus
pass alongside their tuition fees.
MUN students are already the largest single
group of bus users in the city. While they
have been promised the increased
A better transit service would save
Metrobus revenue from increased
the province money, both directly
ridership would be spent to
through reduced need for road
This spring,
improve services to and from
improvements to improve
Metrobus will get
campus, this would also
congestion and indirectly – for
recommendations
benefit many other bus users.
example by improving health,
for a new three to five
Students so far appear evenly
providing
easier pathways to
year strategic
split on whether to support
employment for young people
plan
the scheme, and if they approve
who can’t easily afford cars, and
it, when they are asked towards
assisting our ageing population to
the end of the school year, the new
remain
independent for longer.
scheme and its promised improvements
won’t arrive before September 2020.
The City of St John’s would likely have
to share its control over transit with the
Those who stand to benefit the most
province and other municipalities in exchange
might be potential bus users
for additional funds, but this could be a price
in CBS, Portugal Cove-St.
worth paying for a better service.
Philip’s, and Torbay, as most
of the options spelled
out to students involved
running buses out to those
communities, as well as
providing an express bus
service from Mount Pearl
into campus.
And in the long term, the biggest
changes to bus service might come from
taking a wider view of the transit needs of
all residents of the NE Avalon peninsula.
Although more than half of the population of
the peninsula lives outside St John’s itself,
and a third of these commute in to the city

The provincial NDP has called for subsidised
bus passes for low income residents, and the
city has approached the province for support
for a plan along those lines – otherwise
transit does not seem to have attracted much
attention at a provincial level.
But there is a provincial election coming
up, so now might be a good time to
contact your MHA and ask them what they
think – particularly if you live in one of the
communities surrounding the city. Whatever
happens, though, 2019 promises to be an
interesting year for bus users.

BY LAUREN POWER

You might not know Mogul
Restaurant, but it has its fans. It’s
been quietly doing its thing (South
Asian/Pakistani cuisine) in CBS since
early 2017. It was one of Karl Wells’ top
restaurants of 2017.
After two years of Hidden Gem
status, Mogul is ready to step
up their presence in the
culinary landscape with a
move to the east end of St.
John’s (430 Torbay Road).
Saima Saqib owns the
business, along with her
husband, Sheikh Saqib Munawar.
“Mogul is a purely South Asian/
Pakistani cuisine,” says Saqib. “As we say
‘Speak with the Taste.’”
Originally from Pakistan, Saqib is a medical
doctor and her husband is an engineer. “But
food is our passion,” says Saqib. Saqib feels
confident about the food and their reputation,
but she felt it was time to move.“There are/
were many reasons which brought us up for
this move,” says Saqib of Mogul’s move to
the former Press & Bean location on Torbay
Road. Among them, she notes that the

GERRY
ROGERS
MHA for
St. John’s
Centre

The move also promises more space for
Mogul. “In rush hours, we needed more
space badly. We had to excuse customers for
not having enough space to accommodate
them,” says Saqib. At their first location, they
had been seating people in their overflow
downstairs bar area, a solution that never
sat well with Saqib, who goes on to say that
things were getting cramped in the back
of the house, as well. “As a matter of fact,
Asian cooking is extensive and a bit messy,
[it] demands a spacious kitchen with more
appliances,” says Saqib. “We needed to have a
bigger kitchen where we could accommodate
our clay ovens and other stuff.”

Chaga Rum

Rum from Demerara Distillers
Limited is marked by the
use of a Guyanese wood
In keeping with their
called Greenheart in
devotion to quality
NL Distillery Co.
the distilling process.
spirits with local
are putting a
It produces a mild
twists, Newfoundland
Newfoundland spin
rum of medium body,
on a Guyanese
Distillery Company
which is shipped off to
rum
launched a new product
vendors worldwide to do as
just in time for the Holiday
they wish with it. Vendors like
Newfoundland
Distillery Co., who
drinking season. And it was
are
putting
a
Newfoundland
spin on a
a pretty unique one. Chaga is a
Guyanese rum. They wanted a deep, rich,
mushroom that grows in our
aged demerera rum to go with the Chaga,
forests. They balance the flavour
and Demerara was the best fit they could
with local honey.
get their hands on.

From their new location, Mogul
will be offering eat-in, takeout, and buffet. They’re also
planning for home delivery
after some time at our new
location.They’re open to
partnering with Skip the
Dishes, an option that wasn’t
available for CBS.
Despite the challenges, the past two
years in CBS has left Saqib feeling thankful.
“We would like to thank people of NL,
especially CBS, who welcomed us with open
heart and appreciated us,” says Saqib. She
says she’s very pleased with the response
from the customers so far. “NL is our home
now and we love being here and we love
people of NL.”
Mogul Restaurant (430 Torbay Road) will reopen early 2019. Check their Facebook
for updates.

Demerara Distillers Limited is best known
for producing El Dorado Rum (a global
favourite). Because Guyana’s plantation
owners entered the sugar industry late,
they were able to import the latest, best
equipment for milling sugarcane, and the
industry exploded for all things sugar cane
based. Including rum.

BY CHAD PELLEY

Their Chaga Rum is made with 5 year
old Demerara rum from Guyana, which
is infused at Newfoundland Distillery
Co. with chaga harvested from central
Newfoundland, as well as honey from
Grand Falls Windsor. If mushrooms in rum
sounds weird, get used to it: apparently
mushrooms in drinks (and even chocolate)
is set to be a trend in 2019; a trend NL
Distillery Co. is ahead of the curve on.
MOGUL-RESTAURANT

Mogul Restaurant
Moving to East End

NL Distillery Co.
Launch Their
7th Product

PHOTOS:

From
Pakistan to
CBS to Town

majority of their customers said that they’d
visit more often if it was in town. Plus, Mogul
experienced difficulties in getting employees
in CBS, an issue Saqib attributes to the lack of
bus services.

Demerara rum is produced on the banks
of the Demerara River, just outside of
Guyana’s capital of Georgetown, and is
considered by many to be the finest
rum in the world.

“The flavours capture the deep earthy
notes of the chaga which bring out rich
hints of truffle, chocolate, and coffee,
balanced by the classic rich notes of the
rum, held together by a touch of honey,”
they explain.
“We like to think of it as a contemporary
version of a dark rum, with complex and
subtle flavours that are more savoury
and less sweet than traditional rums.”
They say it’s superb on the rocks on its
own, or with a little water, but that it’s
versatility lends it well as a base for many
classic rum cocktails as well.

REGISTER
NOW! All Winter
classes starting
the week of
January 13th

Learn to dance... it’s so much fun!

Social Dance, Ballroom, Latin American, Argentine Tango
Salsa Partner Dancing • Ladies Only Latin/Salsa Class
Adult Ballet Barre • Tap Dance for Adults
INSTRUCTOR: JUDY KNEE (FISTD, FCDTA)
Private Lessons by Appointment • Practice Nights, Studio Parties, Dinner/Dances
Please check website, call or email for more details, schedule and pricing.

729-2638 / gerryrogers@gov.nl.ca

27 Mayor Avenue, St. John’s • 579-3233 • judy@judyknee.com • judyknee.com
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Local Farmer
Elvis Gillam on
How To Improve
Local Food
Production
BY CHAD PELLEY

Memorial University professor
Dr. Ivan Emke has launched a new
podcast called Fit to Eat. Its focus is
on the food producers and food
system of our province.
His guest on the pilot episode is Elvis Gillam
of Riverbrook Farms. Growing up, Gillam says
there were a lot of farmers in the area before
him. He could talk to them about successes
and surprises, and learn tips on growing
various vegetables in West Coast NL.

Gillam blames small farms staying
independent if anything. “We didn’t change
with the times” he says. By contrast, farmers
in Nova Scotia formed, then joined large
cooperatives, where farmers are selling under
the same name, acting as one farm collective,
capable of reliably filling large orders for
modern day grocers.
Clearly, if we want to expand our farming
industry, we need policies amended to nudge
grocery stores into buying more stuff from
local farmers. As it stands, local farmers
are mainly selling through farmer’s markets
and restaurants. They get by, but it doesn't
pay well enough for mass expansion. This
would entail farmers being educated on
the standard or grade a vegetable needs
to be in for sale in a large supermarket.
Alternatively, we consumers could lower our
aesthetic standards, and embrace 2-pointed
carrots, or lopsided apples, as perfectly
natural and fit to eat.

The second reason chains don't buy local
is our fault. A grocery stocks what sells:
they don't care if its lettuce & potatoes, or
"You can’t Google everything," he jokes.
plaintains & dragonfruit. If we want to
He's right, if you listened to Google,
buy fresher, healthier, low-pesticide
you'd plant beans the end of April
produce from a local farm, we
and they'd die before they got
can't get mad at a grocery store
Government could
started.
for not having fresh tomatoes
buy farms off farmers
or red peppers in January. Every
as they retire, then
As an experienced farmer
season
in NL brings different
lease them to new
now, he has no new eager
farmers.
produce, so we'd have to get
farmers knocking on his door for
used to eating seasonally, like
knowledge. It's invaluable farming
hipster chefs do and like our greatknowledge that's going to be lost when
grandparents did.
Gillam retires in 2 years. We can't afford
that. Our province used to have thousands of
Consumers would need to familiarize
farms, but now it has hundreds. And no, not
themselves with veggies available in different
because a few got bigger.
seasons. For example, in May, you'd
Gillam says he doesn't think
local vegetable production
will ever get back to where
it used to be. The world has
changed, leaving farmers
nowhere to sell. National
chains like Dominion or
Sobeys, where we all do our
shopping, want to buy from really
large farm operations to ensure they can
always meet consumer demand.
That's our fault, really: we all complain when
the grocery store doesn't have something we
want. Gillam doesn't even blame them. “It had
to be frustrating at the best of times,” he says
of dealing with small farms, while trying to
keep their shelves stocked.
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dust off recipes for artichokes,
kohlrabi, and rhubarb.
Gillam also says if
government is serious about
encouraging new farmers to
join the industry, they could
start buying back operating
farms like Gillam’s, and lease
them as a turnkey operation
to new farmers.
“I don’t expect any 25 year old to walk in off
of the street and give me what I want for my
farm,” he says, but his farm is worth what
he’s asking for. He’s put over 4 decades of
work into it. Government could afford to buy
it, then recoup their money by leasing it. His
farm will be for sale in 2020.

THE ENTHUSIAST!

BY LAUREN POWER

Curling for Beginners
Curling has a misbegotten rep for being dull and kind of
unknowable. However, as winter sports go, it’s surprisingly
easy to glide on in to full-on curling fandom.
The basics of curling are as follows: two teams, each with four players, take turns
sliding heavy, polished granite stones (rocks) towards a circular target (the house).
Points are scored for the stones resting closest to the centre of the house when both
teams have thrown all of their stones. Repeat for eight or ten rounds (ends).
Considering the mix of ice and rocks, it’s not a surprise that curling is one of the world’s
oldest team sports, originating in the 16th century in Scotland. However, curling is a
sport with a distinctly Canadian vibe. Good sportsmanship is an integral part of curling.
You congratulate your opponents for making a good shot, you never jeer any type of
mistake, and there’s zero showboating. It’s a very modest game, which lends to its
Canadianity. Post-game, hot or cold beverages are always an option. “I've been a fan
since 1993, watching with my dad,” says curling enthusiast Lesley Facey. “I played for
four years with the teacher curling league here in St. John's, and love to attend events
that come here such as the Grand Slam event, The National.”
“My son has joined me in my love of curling, and plays Saturday mornings with the
Little Rocks program at the ReMax Centre.” The Little Rocks programs (ages 7-10)
play on Saturday mornings and there’s a youth program (ages 10-18) on Saturdays
and after school.
Another bonus for wannabe curlers: the barrier to entry is low because there’s no
equipment to buy. “The club supplies the brooms, and all you need is to be warm and
comfortable as you're on ice,” says Facey. “You can start with a pair of clean sneakers
with a strip of duct tape on them for sliding if you're testing out the sport.” From there,
you can buy a slider to go over your sneakers or actual curling shoes. Brooms usually
go for $100 and up.
Curling’s also a very accessible game. Play can be adapted for wheelchair users and
people that might experience difficulty when attempting to throw the stone.
If you are in the city and want to try curling, you can rent a sheet of ice at Bally Haly
Country Club or the ReMax Centre for an hour at a time. You don’t even need to convince
seven of your friends for a bonspiel: “For any adult wanting to try playing on a team,
there is a Saturday night social league aimed for new and novice curlers,” says Facey.
“You can register for the Winter session coming up as an individual or up to a group of 4,
and they place you in a team for each week, mixing it up in order to have everyone meet
each other for a social game.”
The ReMax Curling Club Saturday Social League’s winter session
consists of 8-10 nights of curling from January to March,
for $120 (taxes included).

Working with their chef, Sharon Snow,
they developed most recipes using only
8-10 ingredients. The small but diverse
menu includes many gluten-free and
vegetarian items, along with a
few just plain fun choices (e.g.
“grown-up” fish stick sliders)
that they hope will “make you
feel like a kid.”

BY EMILY DEMING

Dick Barter and Andrea Mercer
sit in their cozy space on Water
Street, with heated
slate floors
between brick
and plaster walls
just days before

Together with their favourite
cocktails and taps full of all
local craft beer, they may
be able to accommodate
even the most eclectic
of groups in their
quest to bring people
together.

they open, watching
strangers press,
peeping, against the
tinted front window.
The self-described
“everything partners”
relay the vibe of their
new restaurant, “This
is a place to come and
break bread,” they say,
between giving each
other air kisses and
pointing out the handstained pallet boards
used in the bar
construction.

3 1 0 Wat

In full support of
the recent boom of local
breweries, they will serve
only craft beer brewed in
Newfoundland. The taps
will rotate, but the wine list
will remain simple, with one
price for red, one for white,
and all organic.

er Stre

It is a place filled with love; love for each
other, love of family, love of friends and food.
They tell stories about strangers they met
over a meal in Lisbon, and with the same
warmth, they point out the picture on the back
wall of Mercer’s son devouring a taco.
When asked what type of food they serve,
Mercer and Barter detail what it feels like
to come back to a favourite spot in London,
walking through brick archways, to a familiar
back street. They point to the sense of
connection people feel, all over the world, when
sharing a meal. The recipes are not incidental,
but they are related more by the feelings they
evoke in the owners, than by genre or region.
They call it, “craft food” or “world cuisine.”

et

Once an evening, their
namesake song, “The Green
Door” by Jim Lowe, will play at
random, signalling half an hour of drink
specials (though I’m sure a clever patron may
try to skip the wait by pounding it out on the
upright piano by the bar.)
Open for lunch and dinner every day but
Tuesday, a limited menu will also be available
late night (10-midnight) which is great news
because St John’s may have a buffet of shows
and events on the go any given evening, but
it remains desperate trying to find a bite
afterwards.
What better spot to discuss a show you
just saw, than over a pint and exotic delight
behind the Green Door?

ON GROWLERS
AND GROWTH

They've given Saucy
Mouth food truck a
BY FELICITY
Besides making
winter home too, it
ROBERTS
awesome beer, they
is parked inside the
building, and they plan
are also growing a
on some great cold
The converted
community
weather
social events like
warehouse in Mount
Ales and Asanas style yoga
Pearl where Landwash
classes in the warm, relaxing
Brewery makes its home has
taproom, which seats about 50.

as bright, open, and welcoming
a taproom as one could imagine.
It's a credit to any young brewer to
make such savvy use of space, but the
question remains as to why anyone
would want to take on a behemoth
of blank space when the option of
beautiful old character filled buildings
abound, providing some built in
ambiance from the get go. For some
really good reasons, it turns out.
Co-owners Chris Conway, Christina
Coady, and Jennifer Defreyne are
looking a lot farther than just the end
of their own brew line. Jennifer is an
engineer from Ontario, and Manager
Chris and Head Brewer Christina
are two Newfoundlanders
with extensive brewing
history in Toronto. The
Landwash team is
all about the craft
beer industry in
Newfoundland,
and helping to grow
it. So firstly, their
generously sized home
gives them room to
become a hub.
Market saturation is not a fear on their
mind. Craft beer in Newfoundland
garners less of the market than in
other regions, and availability is one
reason why. So there is still lots of
room for growth, and Landwash wants

The simple grace of the room echoes
the beers Landwash brews. They
currently offer a modest, elegant
selection of four core beers: One Wave
(blonde ale), That Much Ocean (NEIPA),
Hazures' Rock (breakfast stout) and
Brackish Sour Ale with Newfoundland
Sea Salt. Beer geeks are already
placing Brackish amongst the best
of local brews, but each of these four
is a high quality, approachable and
delicious, offering.
Landwash also has rotating taps
to showcase the best of what other
local breweries are making, plus
interesting fermented beverages like
kombucha from the St. John's
Fermentary. Growlers and
cans of Landwash brew
are available for take
away.
If you have any
suggestions for
what you'd like to see
happen at the taproom,
feel free to let Chris and
Christina know.
The friendly, outgoing and– pair are
passionate about craft beer on the
island, seem set to become Mount
Pearls local ambassadors, raising
craft beer awareness in a community
centered space.
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LANDWASHBREWERY

It may sound like a dizzying palette but the
menu, like the interior redecoration of the
space itself, holds together as “rustic, [and]
easy to enjoy.”

GREENDOORNL /

GREEN
DOOR
ON WATER STREET?

LANDWASH
BREWERY

to help make that happen. Due to the
vast space they occupy, they can order
and store necessary supplies from
the mainland. Not just for themselves,
but ingredients that can help everyone
keep brewing if the ferry doesn't run,
demand spikes quickly, or any other
reason a brewer might find
themselves in a pinch.

PHOTOS:

WHAT’S
BEHIND THAT

With dishes from Ethiopia, Kenya, Peru, the
Canary Islands, Wales, Portugal and Spain
they want to bring “flavours that left a mark
on [them]” during their travels back to their
favourite culture, their home community in
Newfoundland.

PHOTO: JONHYNES.BANDCAMP.COM

EDITOR'S PICKS

Top 25 not
local Albums
of 2018

SPIN THIS.

Hynes is not
afraid to break up
strong and recognizable
rock ideals with
interesting additions

NEW RELEASE

Jon Hynes'

Cardinal
Monster
BY BRAD PRETTY

Cardinal Giant is a welcome
return for one of St. John’s
greatest exports of the past
few years.
Jon Hynes was the recipient of The
Overcast’s own Borealis Music Prize for his
2014 release Watchful Creatures, and his
latest offering makes him an immediate
contender for another nod at a big prize.
Cardinal Giant is textured, poppy, and
polished, and should be best explored
through multiple listens - one hallmark
of great art.
Right away, it’ll catch your ear. But there’s
a lot of subtle shifts and motifs that
keep you entranced and coming back
to traverse every little path. There’s an
eclectic mix of poppy anthems, grit, groove,
and melancholic moments. It makes no
sacrifices in search of its sound. The only
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real consistency lies in Hynes’ coloured
voice, which takes few liberties in range,
but sits perfectly anyway.
Hynes is not afraid to break up strong and
recognizable rock ideals with interesting
additions. There’s a surplus of fuzz-laden
guitars on the record that add a chaotic
dimension to the lyrical hooks that overlay.
There are processed drums that segue
between sections, and fluid background
textures that warm the experience
without ever dominating. Both “Waltz
I” and “Waltz II” (which ends the album)
are the perfect examples of high-quality
songwriting being shaped in the studio by
auxiliary choices.
It’s hard to pinpoint a comparison for
Cardinal Giant. There are traces of the
Beatles, of 80s post punk, of Pink Floyd,
and even the cerebral, yet accessible
rhythms of Hey! Rosetta. It grinds, it
dances, it sings at you, with you, and for
you. It regales you with a spoken word
story in “Windower/Murderer.”
It’s a top-notch effort from a top-notch
artist; a man who has carved out a sterling
slate of solo offerings even beyond his
iconic start with St. John’s rockers Trailer
Camp (which I still go back to, years later).
This is required listening for this month.

J Mascis – Elastic Days
It's achey & mellow enough to give you the Feels,
but it's a big, stacked, fulsome sound that won't
put you to sleep. Top Track: "Web So Dense"
Jeffrey Lewis – Works by Tuli Kupferberg
A fabulous, rowdy, catchy offering from Anti-folk
pioneer and king of the genre, Jeffrey Lewis. Top
Track: "This Is A Hit Song."

Bahamas – Earthtones
Alfi breaks his mould and creates a whole new
musical territory that didn't exist until this album.
Top Track: "Way With Words."

John Prine – Tree of Forgiveness
No songwriter from the 60s and 70s is still
writing at the top of their game. Except John
Prine. Top Track: "Lonesome Friends of Science."

Caroline Rose – Loner
Rock and pop has never blended so well. Rose got
more hooks than a tackle box. Top Track: "Money."

Kurt Vile – Bottle It In
Only slightly over-hyped, Kurt Vile is the coolest,
most distinct sound in rock right now. People have
finally caught on. Top Track: "One Trick Ponies."

Damien Jurado – The Horizon Just Laughed
A return to his folk form and former territory,
but it's coloured masterfully by his last few
experimental albums. Top Track: "Allocate."
Dead Tongues, the – Unsung Passage
A folk lover's paradise. Genuine and familiar, yet new
and authentic enough to stand out in this folked-up
world. Top Track: "Pale November Dew."
Decemberists, the – I'll Be Your Girl
Admittedly not their best album ever, but that's
because they've released so many great ones.
The best songs on here shine like the stars they
are. Top Track: "Once In My Life."
Django Django – Marble Skies
Toe-Tapper of the year. Catchy stuff. They wrote
it after seeing a marbled sky, and the metaphor
of being powerless witnesses to changes in the
world around them. Top Track: "Marble Skies."
Eric Bachmann – No Recover
Beautiful, dressed-up, dark folk. Top Track:
"Daylight."
Erika Wennerstrom – Sweet Unknown
Frontlady from Heartless Bastards goes solo. It's
a big spacious mellow rock sound with hints of
country flare. Top Track: "Time."

Lord Huron – Vide Noir
Lively music is not dead, and Lord Huron is
keeping it fresh. Plus, the slow jams on here are
A+. Top Track: "Ancient Names Part II."
Maps & Atlasses – Lightlessness
Is Nothing New
Quirky, Jangly rock sound with weird guitar.
Top Track: "Ringing Bell."
Phosphorescent – C'est La Vie
Album of the year. Top Track: "There from Here."
Rolling Blackouts Coastal Fever –
Hope Downs
Gritty, toughened-up, hook-heavy UK-style
pop-punk. Top Track: "Talking Straight."
Saintseneca – Pillar of Na
Like Neutral Milk Hotel, but with more voltage
and quirks. Top Track: "Ladder to the Sun."
Shakey Graves – Can't Wake Up
Shakey Graves had boxed himself in with a
sound. His goal here was to bust out of it. Mission
accomplished. Top Track: "Kids These Days."
Shannon & The Clams – Onion
It's like Buddy Holly came back to life as an oldsouled cool kid looking to nail a niche. Top Track:
"Backstreets."

Herman Dune – Sweet Thursday
It's all over the place in the realm of folk, country,
and rock; yet cohesive and catchy. Top Track: "A
Giant's Dream."

Tomberlin – At Weddings
Moody, evocative, mellow music written while living
in her baptist-dad's house, and not identifying with
that life. Top Track: "Any other Way."

Horse Feathers – Appreciation
They've always had their own spin on folk music.
On Appreciation they plug it in and explode the
genre. Top Track: "Altamont"

Tune-Yards – I Can Feel You Creeping ...
Outrageously innovative rock and pop sounds
by a modern innovator of musical genres. Top
Track: "Coast to Coast."

Illuminati Hotties – Kiss yr Frenemies
She calls herself "Tenderpunk," and sounds like
Courtney Barnett high on Partner. Top Track:
"You're Better Than Ever."

Valley Maker – Rhododendron
The kind of music you feel as opposed to just
hear. Mellow but full of backbone and energy.
Top Track: "A Couple Days."

The Thoughtful Conversation

Ring in
the New
Carbon Tax
To the great surprise of exactly no
one, money influences behaviour.
As of January 1st 2019, a carbon tax was
enacted nationwide to do just that. In the
1920s, this was known as a Pigovian tax. A
man named Arthur Cecil Pigou, a Cambridge
economist, first conceived the idea of
applying a price to something he termed
"negative externalities."
These were most often negative by-products
of certain actions which are not accounted
for in the price of those actions. For
instance, when you purchase cigarettes you
don't need to also purchase treatment for
lung cancer, or when you buy a car, you don't
need to also purchase the roads. And no,
current taxation levels are not sufficient to
pay for those things. A Pigovian tax is meant
to account for these externalities and better
represent their true cost.
Canada is one of a growing list of countries
to institute some form of carbon pricing, a
tactic which has been widely acknowledged
to be the most effective way to rapidly
attain international cooperation and alter
behaviour. As part of a national climate
plan, the Federal Liberal government
implemented a price on pollution.

BY CHAD BENNETT

The plan was brokered with most provinces
nearly 2 years ago, and included a carbon
tax as part of a bigger effort to tackle climate
change. All provinces needed to establish
their own programs, have them assessed by
Ottawa and approved, or else they'd have a
Federal pricing scheme imposed on them.
This Federal default would start at a
minimum of $10 per tonne in 2019, rising
by $10 each year to $50 a tonne by 2022.
Whether a provincial initiative or the
Federal default, the carbon tax would
remain revenue neutral, meaning all money
generated in a certain province, through
this program, would be given and spent in
that province. Newfoundland and Labrador
produced its own carbon pricing plan, which
was approved by the Federal government,
and that will provide the framework for us
moving forward. But what will that mean?
A LOOK AT OUR PROVINCE'S
CARBON PRICING PLAN

We are enacting performance standards
for large industrial facilities, and large
scale electricity generation that emit more
than 25,000 tonnes of greenhouse gases
per year. These standards should cover
approximately 44% of total greenhouse gas
emissions in the province. These industrial
facilities include petroleum facilities in the
offshore, refining, primary mining, iron ore
pelletizing, metal smelting, pulp and paper,
and large scale electricity generation.

Let's start with what will not change,
Each regulated onshore facility will be
the exemptions. There will be
assigned an annual greenhouse
no additional tax on home
As
of
gas reduction target equal to
heating fuels, off-grid diesel
January 1st 2019,
6% below its 2016-17 historical
electricity generation,
average emissions-to-output
a carbon tax was
aviation fuel, inter-provincial
ratio for 2019 (as calculated by
enacted
marine transportation or
the provincial government).
municipalities. Agriculture,
nationwide.

My question to you is, will a cent and a half
more per litre of gasoline really change
anyone’s behaviour? If this carbon tax is
really meant to curb emissions, can we
really say we are doing our part? Climate
change could very well be the greatest
challenge any generation has ever faced.

fishery, forestry, offshore and
mineral exploration, and methane
gases, from venting and fugitive
emissions in the oil and gas sector,
also all exempt.

When Muskrat Falls comes online,
assuming the bloody thing actually works,
Newfoundland and Labrador will be using
98% renewable emissions-free electricity.

So what actions are we taking?

NICK WHALEN

The reduction targets rise to 8% in
2020, 10% in 2021, and 12% in 2022.
Numbers upon numbers, but what do
they have to do with the individual? What
will this carbon tax mean for you and me?
For us, the carbon tax will be a gas tax.

Now opeN at 245 Freshwater road!

MP St. John’s East

HI-FI AUDIO GEAR,
SALES, INSTALLATION,
AND ADVICE
TURNTABLES, AMPLIFIERS, SPEAKERS, SURROUND SOUND,

HEADPHONES, COMPUTER AUDIO, BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS + MORE

WWW.PAULFRECKERAUDIO.COM
info@paulfreckeraudio.com

834-7273

4 cents of our current gas tax will be
removed and 4.42 cents of carbon tax will be
added, a net increase of 0.42 cents per litre
of gasoline. Several prominent politicians,
including Liberal MP Yvonne Jones, have
said "gas will only increase by a cent or a
cent and a half per litre," meaning that we
will probably see an extra cent of gas tax
stuck on top of the 0.42 cent carbon tax
increase, and be blamed on the carbon tax.

Does that mean we are doing our part?

GREG
WHELAN
The Art of Buying
& Selling your Home

NickWhalenMP
/NickWhalenMP
nwhalen.liberal.ca
nick.whalen@parl.gc.ca
709-772-7171

709-699-1948
gwhelan@infinitynl.ca

mobile

s tj o h N s F a r m e r s m a r k e t . c a

saturdays

9-4

wedNesdays

2-8
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H2-Whoa
The Water Crisis

in Newfoundland
BY CHAD PELLEY

acceptable levels of DBPs in our tap water.
In 2014, there were 270 reported cases of
drinking water samples with higher-thanacceptable levels of DBPs from this province.
An article in the Western Star in December
of 2018 claims "roughly one-third of the
province’s communities have levels of DBPs
ranging from just above, to well above what
the federal government deems acceptable."
So DBPs in our water supply, like
trihalomethanes and haloacetic acids, are a
real concern in this province. What's more
concerning than the degree of DBPs in our
water, is the number of towns that can't
even afford to chlorinate their water,
Roughly 150
and protect citizens from things
communities are
like E. Coli.

currently on a
boil order.
Your body needs water more than it
needs anything else. Food included.
People are often surprised to hear
we'd die of thirst quicker than we’d
die of hunger. People are equally
surprised when they hear that,
in any given month, well over 100
communities in our province do not
have continuous access to clean, safe
drinking water. Including popular
tourist towns and cultural hubs.
LONG TERM BOIL ORDERS A NORM
The prevalence of long-term boil water
advisories in this province is astonishing.
Some boil order advisories have been in place
continuously for decades.
As of Christmas Eve 2018, the province's
listing of communities on a boil order was
15 pages long, and included roughly 150
communities. Parts of Corner Brook were
on there. Dildo, Conne River, Hopedale,
Shaun Majumder's TV-famous hometown of
Burlington, tourist favourites like Port Rexton,
Elliston, and Grates Cove.
The reasons varied, but they largely came
down to communities being too cashstrapped and poorly trained to manage
their own water supplies. As a result,
their water system infrastructure is in a
state of disrepair from poor maintenance.
In smaller communities, water tax can't
generate sufficient money to fund the proper
maintenance of a water system.
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REAL HEALTH RISKS
We drink water from lakes and
ponds. Clean ones, sure, but they’re
still full of life, including potentially fatal
pathogens. In the 1900s, Chlorine became
the most common way for a municipality
to disinfect its water supply, and kill
microorganisms that could make us sick.
Chlorination also deals with foul smelling
water and offputting colours. It's also a
relatively cheap process, so it's become the
go-to disinfectant for drinking water supplies.
In our province, of the 479 disinfection
systems in play, 433 use chlorination.
Chlorination of our water supply protects
us from things like typhoid, cholera, and
dysentery, that killed many of our ancestors,
but chlorination is not a perfect process. In
plain English, chlorine reacts with organic
matter in the water (like decaying leaves or
vegetation), and creates "Disinfectant Byproducts," more commonly called “DBPs.”
DPBs are a common concern in tap water
in NL. In a sense, DPBs are a necessary evil
of the modern water system, or at least
something we accept in low numbers.
Common DBPs in NL are trihalomethanes
(THMs) and haloacetic acids (HAAs). Some
of these things are inconclusively linked to
cancer and reproductive issues, including
miscarriage. To a lesser extent, there's some
chatter about trihalomethanes possibly
causing nervous system glitches.
Among other things. Our province uses
the "Guidelines for Canadian Drinking
Water Quality" to set what we deem safe or

PUBLIC CONCERNS ARE
DRIVING PEOPLE TO DRINK
UNTREATED WATER

A handful of well-executed case studies and
reports have confirmed that long-term boil
orders, discoloured tap water, smelly water,
and health concerns about drinking unsafe tap
water, are commonly driving people to drink
untreated water from untreated sources, like
wells or roadside springs.
This puts them at risk of getting ill. And not
even realizing why. As a recent example, in
2015, a woman from Corner Brook collected
water from a roadside spring she thought
was safe. The water was infected with giardia
— a microscopic parasite that causes a bad
intestinal infection — and she was rendered
quite ill.
So it is important that our province discusses
and addresses the importance of safe drinking
water, more than we seem to be doing.
MANY TOWNS CANNOT AFFORD THIS
BASIC HUMAN NECESSITY
The Harris Centre is Memorial University’s hub
for public policy and regional development.
In 2014, in collaboration with Municipalities
NL, The Harris Centre conducted a research
project called Exploring Solutions for
Sustainable Rural Drinking Water Systems.
The comprehensive project was led by Dr.
Kelly Vodden and coordinated by Dr. Sarah
Minnes. The most common issue, or cause of
poor quality water, was aging and degrading
infrastructure. Specifically due to “a lack of
funds to make necessary repairs or upgrades”

and "a lack of finances to pay certified
operators."
Some communities have a person or small
team volunteering to take on the task, but
in other communities, no one is willing, or
trained, or able to take this on as a volunteer.
Would you? The Province does have a mobile
training unit, to roll into a town and train
someone to become a certified operator,
but that requires the people of a town to
know about this service, avail of it, and have
someone volunteer to take on both the
training and the responsibility of running
a water supply that quite likely has failing
infrastructure.
It turns out that some communities no longer
even have the blueprints or "as-builts" from
the contractors who built their drinking water
system. It's grim. Referencing this report,
Sarah Minnes wrote in the Newfoundland
Quarterly (2015), "For many of these small
communities, implementing mandated
drinking water responsibilities is virtually
impossible with existing human and financial
resources."
Part of the problem here, it seems, is we're
placing too much responsibility for water
management on small municipalities that are
financially and logistically incapable of doing the
job we expect of them. To quote that MUN Harris
Centre study again, "Decision makers often
expressed during this research that they felt
uneducated on important drinking water related
subjects impacting their towns, especially
regarding health concerns such as DBPs."
ONE POSSIBLE PATH FORWARD:
CEO OF MUNICIPALITIES NL
ADVOCATES FOR A REGIONAL
APPROACH
The 2018 MUN Vital Signs report provided
a logical means of addressing the issue. It
came from Craig Pollett, CEO of Municipalities
NL. To summarize a few key points, most
municipalities in our province:
•
•
•

Do not have a sufficient local tax base to
provide the services residents want.
Have one or fewer staff, which is 		
insufficient to provide basic services.
Cannot manage their drinking water
systems effectively.

As a result, a number of people are
advocating for a regional approach to
municipal government. It's something Pollett

is in support of. "Regional is how the world
does municipal government. A regional
approach provides a larger tax base. It means
new and better municipal services – ones
that local councils cannot afford on their own.
It means a much better use of existing and
future resources: fire trucks, fire fighters,
plows, loaders, money."
He elaborates with the point that "we already
live our lives in regions. We work, shop, go
to school, get healthcare services and do all
the things that make up a life across several
communities. We are already living regionally.
We need our government systems and public
services to catch up with us. Not because we
are in crisis – although we are – but because it
would be the best solution even if we weren’t."
Municipalities NL have really taken on the
water issue. So much so, they hired the
same Sarah Minnes cited throughout this
article to act as a Water Liaison. They've also
committed to things like helping a member
town calculate appropriate water/sewer tax
rates to fund water treatment plans; providing
a digital map of water infrastructure as a
membership service; and generally assisting
with source water protection efforts.
ONE NECESSARY PATH FORWARD:
BETTER SOURCE WATER PROTECTION
"Source water protection" is exactly
what it sounds like. It means protecting
drinking water sources from overuse and
contamination. It means implementing
programs and policies that lessen the
likelihood of polluting water sources.
Doing so protects the body of water you drink
from. It is mainly financial barriers causing
water system infrastructures to fall into
disrepair province-wide. So water source
protection is a simple way to lower the cost of
treating water, because the cleaner the source
water is in the first place, the less it'll cost a
town to treat that water.
In December of 2016, Seth Eledi published
a literature review, titled Examining Source
Water Protection Policies in NL. In it, he
wrote, "Available research reveals that
practicing Source Water Protection costs 6 to

20 times less than resolving and dealing with
polluted water supplies."
Yet Dr. Vodden & Minnes' report found that,
"Limited implementation of source water
protection measures was found
in rural NL, mainly due
to either an absence
of recognition of its
importance at the
local level, or a
need of people
available to
monitor source
water supplies."
Eledi's lit review
concluded,
"Municipalities are
responsible for the
implementation of policies
and regulations, with the provincial
government playing the role of an overseer.
This has resulted in limited watershed plans
and inadequate implementation of Source
Water Protection regulations, due to limited
financial and human capacity."
In short, our approach to protecting
sources of drinking water is not adequate.
Largely because we lay the responsibility
on communities who fail to recognize the
importance of Source Water Protection, or
who fail to have the people and resources
required to monitor source water supplies.
ONE OPTION TO LOWER DBPS IN NL
As mentioned above, we have to add chlorine
to our water to kill harmful microorganisms.
But that chlorine interacts with natural
organic matter in the water to produce the
high levels of Disinfection By-Products (DPBs)
in our water supplies.
We can't not add the chlorine, but what we
could do, to lower DBPs, is try to filter out
as much organic matter as we can, before
chlorinating the water, so fewer Disenfectant
by-Products are produced. The method used
to do so would have to be affordable.

A recent
study conducted
in Newfoundland, and
titled Affordable Water
Filtration Technology
for Small Rural
Communities (Hezang,
Tafvizi, Husain, and Chen;
May 2017), states that
activated carbon is the best
available technology to do this,
"because of its high affinity to organic
matters even at low concentrations."
Their study treated water systems in
Sunnyside, New-Wes-Valley, and Salvage.
Activated carbon filtration removed 64%,
77% and 74% of Natural Organic Matter from
the source water, respectively. This reduced
the subsequent formation of concerning
trihalomethanes and haloacetic acids. The
authors recommend enhancing the activated
carbon filtration they employed, as a prechlorination treatment technology for intake
source waters.

of new guidelines for the construction
and maintenance of ATV trails inside
protected public water supply areas; The
Implementation of new standard operating
procedures in eleven pilot communities;
The development of a Full Cost Accounting
Assessment Tool (to assist water system
operators in their financial planning and
operation); And the collection of ~ 21,000
bacteriological, chemical, and physical water
quality samples.
A Water and Wastewater Operator pilot
program was also launched in 2015-2016. It's
a three-year initiative whose main objective
is to enhance the cost effective operation
and maintenance of municipal water and
wastewater systems. The Annual Report
states that the pilot communities participating
in the program "have been able to manage
their existing infrastructure better, and
at the same time lower costs, by shifting
from a reactive to a proactive approach to
maintenance and repairs, engaging in more
effective planning exercises, and providing a
higher quality level of service to residents."
The report says that of the 477 public water
sources in our province, 376 are protected,
and 101 are unprotected. There are 3 or 4
more water treatment plants in the province
compared to 5 years ago too. But as it
stands, the number of communities impacted
by boil order advisories, or the number of
unsatisfactory E. Coli samples hasn't really
changed in the last 5 years.

WHAT'S THE PROVINCE DOING?
The provincial government is aware of the
issue, of course. The 2017 Drinking Water
Safety Annual Report lays out a strategy
devoted to this cause, known as the MultiBarrier Strategic Action Plan (MBSAP).
The Annual Report states that the MBSAP
model is "considered to be the most effective
method of managing drinking water
systems and has been implemented by other
jurisdictions throughout Canada."
Highlights from the 2016–17 fiscal year
included $36,165,439 approved for water
infrastructure projects; 126 on-site training
seminars; The development and enforcement

Roughly one-third of the
province’s communities have
drinking water with levels of
Disinfectant By-Products that
are above what the federal
government deems safe to drink.
These include trihalomethanes
and haloacetic acids, that are
suspected of causing cancer,
miscarriage, and more.

"For many of these small communities, implementing mandated drinking water responsibilities is
virtually impossible with existing human and financial resources." - DR. SARAH MINNES
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Recommended Read of the Month
Jamie
Fitzpatrick's

The End
of Music
BY OLIVIA HEANEY

One of this year’s selections for
the NL Public Libraries' NL Reads
2019, Jamie Fitzpatrick’s The End
of Music weaves back and forth
between the 1950s and the present
day, producing what The Malahat
Review called “a harmony effect in
novelistic form.”
Herb Carter is a middle-aged alt-bro. He
grew up in Gander, but in the ’90s moved
to Toronto, where he played guitar for
“legendary indie cult band” Infinite Yes.
In the present, he’s returning to school
to study archaeology, while indulging
fantasies of producing his former band’s
never-released second album.
Joyce Carter, Herb’s widowed mother,
has dementia and is selling her home to
move into a seniors’ complex. Extended
flashbacks of her life in post-war Gander,
where she worked at the airport while
moonlighting as the lead singer in a local
dance band, slowly reveal long-forgotten
details from her youth.
The braided stories of Herb
and Joyce overlap in ways
that go beyond their similar
backgrounds as performers.
Joyce is losing her memory;
Herb has developed a wilful
amnesia about parts of his
early life as an indie rocker.
Both mother and son are
constantly looking forward
– their ambition blinkers
perspective and skews
priorities. Twin themes
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emerge around shame and the desire
to let the past lie, and the conservative
attitudes of rural Newfoundland in the
1950s bleed into those of suburban
Toronto in the 2010s.
Despite the parallel structure, the stories
of Herb and Joyce hardly connect – neither
do mother and son. Herb’s trips home are
brief, purpose-driven, and unemotional.
At one point, he literally almost digs up
something from his mother’s past – his
archaeology research has brought him to
the site of a 1954 plane crash just outside
Gander – but the field is abandoned before
anything of substance is discovered.
Such delicate refusal of melodrama gives
the novel a nuance sometimes lacking
in stories about Newfoundland – this
book’s Gander is not the utopic one in
Come From Away. In The End of Music,
plot, tone, and character are dealt with a
touch so subtle that you wonder if you’re
second-guessing what you’ve just read.
Like all the best fiction, it packs a greater
punch the second time around.
The book also keeps an arm’s length from
the romance and nostalgia conveyed by
its title, though it hints at the difficulty, and
danger, of eschewing them altogether.
Even though the protagonists are seasoned
at sweeping things under the rug – Herb
has left Newfoundland behind and thinks it’s
“paralyzed by its stories,” while Joyce doesn’t
“think it’s right” that Herb’s colleagues dig
up “old things” that they “ought to let […]
rest” – neither character can let go of the
past. Motivated forgetting only works for
so long. For Herb and Joyce, the desire to
repress certain parts of
a life story is trumped by
history’s refusal to stay
buried. Interrogating the
objectivity of the stories
we tell, both to others and
to ourselves, The End of
Music ultimately suggests
that maintaining harmony
between past and present
requires more than
selective memory.

Emily Jan’s
The World is
Bound by Secret
Knots at Eastern
Edge Gallery
BY EVA CROCKER

Montreal-based visual artist
Emily Jan’s exhibition The World
is Bound by Secret Knots opens
at Eastern Edge Gallery on
January 11th.
The World is Bound by Secret Knots is
composed of ten sculptural works, each
representing a fantastical yet life-like
creature. At first glance, many of the
sculptures appear to incorporate taxidermy,
but on closer inspection, all of the pieces
are created from textiles and found objects.
The work was inspired by an artist
residency Jan completed in the Peruvian
Amazon in 2015. During her three weeks
in a small village called Puerto Prados, she
was struck by the overwhelming complexity
of the ecosystems that surrounded her.
Jan writes, “...the web of life in the North is
sparse but elegant, at Equatorial latitudes
it is rhizomatic and impossibly tangled,
an almost overwhelming cacophony of
information for the natural historian and
artist.”
Like many of the pieces in the exhibition,
“Apologue I (The Anteater)” is a hybrid of
plant and animal life. Its body is made of
white felted wool that hangs shaggy on the
back of its legs and tail mimicking fur of a

real anteater, but a spray of white plastic
tulips is arranged in its scraggly tail. The
creature is extending a long, curved tongue
that’s pink where it leaves the lips, but
gradually fades to a root-like white and
ends in a burst of green leaves.
All of the pieces are at least loosely based
on real animals, and Jan carefully captures
details like the hooked beak of a snail pike
or the glistening sheen on an octopus
tentacle, giving the creatures an uncanny
verisimilitude. However, these realistic
attributes are paired with otherworldly
touches like the plastic tiger lilly tails
of a pair of birds of paradise, giving the
exhibition a dreamlike quality.
Jan says she comes from a family of scientists
and thinks of herself as an amateur naturalist.
However, in The World is Bound by Secret
Knots she was interested in examining a
truth about the teeming biodiversity of the
Peruvian rainforest that was more experiential
than scientifically accurate. “There’s places [in
the exhibition] where there’s actual biological
veracity, but a lot of the work became about
impressions. The mixing of plants and animals
becomes more imaginary, but it’s about still
trying to capture that feeling of being there,”
Jan said.
Jan explained that the longer she worked on
The World is Bound by Secret Knots, the less
committed she felt to accurately depicting
particular animals and the more devoted she
became to capturing the feeling of grappling
with the vastness of the biodiversity and the
intricate ecosystems she was surrounded by
on her trip. “There’s only one type of fact, but
there’s different types of truth in the world
- there’s a lot of different layers of truth,
there’s emotional truth and then there’s the
actual scientific truth of things. As artists I
think we get to operate with different kinds
of truths,” Jan said.

Trolling
the Trolls

3 St. John's Internet
Trolls Share Why
They Do It
BY CHAD PELLEY

Throughout 2018, I tried to
privately engage a few local trolls.
For some insight on why. Just, why
did you say it?
Some do it to get a rise,
sure, but largely it boiled
down to people not
seeing their comments
as atrocious. They
think most people
share their view. That
their view is informed.
They feel certain that
those who oppose their
view, oppose it because
they're an idiot, or a snowflake,
or not woke.
It also became clear that many
of these people simply didn't
have access to the education
or information they needed to
have a well-informed opinion
on things like immigration,
equity issues, or environmental
concerns. Which speaks to an
alarmingly poor flow of information in the
supposed age of information.
"TINA" SAYS PEOPLE ARE MORE
REACTIVE ONLINE THAN IN PERSON
(SO SHE PROVOKES THEM ONLINE)
"I find in real life, I could stand in the middle
of the mall and scream my thoughts, and
virtually no one will engage with me. In real
life, confrontations scare us because we
might be physically hurt, so we cower from
them. Online though, people have more
courage. It's like social media gives people
pack mentality. So I say contentious things,
to get a rise out of people, and prompt
comment threads that will go on all day. It's
just something to be at to get me through

the workday. Also, I like to upset people and
steal their time away. I don't mean half the
crap I say. I'm just sick of being made to feel
small by this world because I am different,
and by making people feel so desperate to
be heard, or have their counter-arguments
understood, I am making them feel small
and unheard like me. So yes, it is a malicious
intent, and I guess I fit your bill as a troll.
"TYLER" FAKED AN ACCOUNT
TO WIN OVER A CO-WORKER
"Dude, I bleed social justice. I am 100% left
winged. But I have a humongous crush on a
co-worker. She is so pretty, so fashionable,
so smart and silly, I just can't take it. We
bonded at work over raging about trolls.
We had that in common. She thought it was
brave of me, and great of me, to
call out a certain troll one
day. So, I created a fake
Facebook account. With
that fake account, I left
a few nasty, poorly
informed comments
on a CBC article, so
that I could then log in
as myself, and counter
those comments, in a way
that would make my crush
feel like we have so much in
common. Totally disingenuous,
sure, and in the end didn't work
out. She's dating a different
co-worker now. But yeah,
I did this, and that's why."
"JOHN" JUST THINKS
HE'S RIGHT AND OTHERS
AGREE, SO HE'S NOT
A TROLL
"Look. You're implying I'm a troll because
you're some leftist crybaby who thinks
everything is offensive. I say what I do about
Muslims because I know others feel the
same way. Ergo, I am not a troll. I'm just
brave enough to speak the truth. We ARE
flying people here from terrorist countries
and giving them our children's jobs. I'm
not going to read this stupid Immigration
Strategy you sent me. We don't need
immigrants to fill jobs, or diversify our
culture, or to just be "good to our fellow
man," and all this bullshit your paper gets
on with. We need JOBS. Not people to take
these jobs out from under us. Wake up. And
no, I don't think it's great there's Indian food
or falafels in town now. I am CANADIAN."

3 (OF THE MANY)
HORRIBLE FACTS
ABOUT THE AIR
WE NOW BREATHE
BY STEPHANIE SMITH

Somewhere around the year
1300, King Edward I of England
declared that the punishment
for anyone who burned coal in
his kingdom would be death.
We've known pollution is bad
for us forever. We do it anyway.
Even though green tech can
power our cars, heat our homes.
Near the close of 2018, new studies on
air quality worldwide made headlines
worldwide. Most notably, the new
document The Air Quality Life Index,
cited below, which opens with the claim
that "Particulate matter air pollution is
the greatest current threat to human
health globally." The air we used to
breath was healthy. Over the last 200
years, we've sullied the air we breathe
to the point that The World Health
Organization has a website devoted
to the devastating reality of how our
health is impacted by our polluted
air. According to the World Health
Organization air pollution causes:
•
•
•

4.2 Million premature deaths a year
29% of all deaths and disease
from lung cancer
24% of all deaths from stroke

FACT 1
Particulates are tiny invaders of the
cardiorespiratory system
Particulate matter (PM) refers to
particles like soot, smoke, and
pollution dust, that are suspended
in the air. PM particles less than 10
micrograms make their way into
our lungs, oxidize lung cells, and
damage their DNA. This increases
our risk of cancer. The particles’
interactions with lung cells can also

lead to inflammation, irritation, and
blocked airflow, increasing the risk of
aggravating lung diseases that make
breathing difficult, such as COPD.
Smaller particles go deeper into our
lungs, which, long science story short,
can block blood flow to the heart and
brain, and over time, lead to stroke
or heart attack. New studies say
PM in the bloodstream may cause
the brain to age more quickly due to
the inflammation. In addition, it may
damage the brain’s white matter, which
is what allows different regions of the
brain to communicate.
FACT 2
Technologies can reduce particulate
pollution, but they increase energy
costs
"Several available technologies present
the opportunity to reduce particulate air
pollution ... while maintaining energy
production and quality of life," the report
says. As an example, "For power plants,
the technique of flue-gas desulfurization
(FGD) removes the SO2 from the
exhaust before it is emitted into the
atmosphere ... Knowledge of this
chemical process has existed since the
second half of the 19th century, and was
first applied to power plants in London
in the 1920s, when SO2 pollution led to
public outcry and court action ... Today,
state-of-the-art FGD scrubbers can
remove up to 99 percent of SO2 from
power plant emissions, though FGD
comes at a cost to the power plant and
consumer." So, technologies like this are
not always used.
FACT 3
Latest evidence shows sustained
exposure to particulate pollution
causes shorter lives
Let's keep this quote short, so it lingers
with you next time you're out walking
the dog or scrapping ice from the car.
" The Air Quality Life Index reveals
that the average person on the planet
is losing 1.8 years of life expectancy
due to particulate pollution — that's
more than devastating communicable
diseases like tuberculosis and HIV,
behavioral killers like cigarette
smoking, and even war."
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BY EVA CROCKER

This winter local drag legend Irma
Gerd (Jason Wells) is hosting a weekly
viewing party of RuPaul’s Drag Race
All Stars Season 4. This is happening
at Treble Lounge, every Friday evening
that the show airs.
In February, Irma will star
in an episode of CBC’s
Canada’s A Drag, a mini
documentary series that
showcases the hosts
of RuPaul’s Drag Race
viewing parties. The
mini series is entering
its second season,
which will celebrate the
drag kings and queens
behind Drag Race screenings
in twelve different Canadian cities.
Irma’s instalment will mark the first time
the series has profiled a performer based in
Newfoundland.
Irma first saw Drag Race in Toronto when
the now hugely popular show was only in
its third season. She arrived in the big city
having never heard of the show, and found
herself immersed in a queer community for
whom Drag Race was considered standard
viewing. She attended rowdy screenings at the
Gladstone Hotel and fell in love with the show.
For her, it felt revolutionary to see a program
that follows the typical reality competition
format, but challenges gender norms and
employs a predominantly queer cast. “What
drew me in is how talented everybody on the
show is,” Irma said. “And it’s just so funny, they
make jokes that make me laugh as a queer
person and I know a straight person might not

grasp the whole joke. That makes it feel like a
show made for me and my people, as opposed
to everything else on TV which is the opposite:
we’re usually the butt of the joke.”
The Drag Race viewing parties Irma hosts
here in St. John’s are styled after the ones she
attended in Toronto. This winter is the fourth
consecutive season of Drag Race viewing
parties Irma has hosted in St. John’s, and a
growing community of drag enthusiasts and
performers is beginning to coalesce around
the screenings. Irma says she usually tries
to arrive at the venue at least a half-hour
before a viewing party to chat with audience
members, many of whom are regulars who
have become friends.
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CBC’s Canada’s A
Drag to Profile St.
John’s-based Irma
Gerd’s Drag Race
Viewing Parties

Post-Holiday Body Bliss
Here's a Look At Different Ways To
Practice Yoga, And Why You Should
BY FELICITY ROBERTS

After the holidays, feeling bloated and logy
are common complaints. Something Todd
Perrin of Mallard Cottage could
once relate to. But not anymore.

I've lost 35
pounds and feel
more focused.
- CHEF TODD
PERRIN

“I've lost 35 pounds and I feel more focused.”
Each event begins with performances
by Irma and other local drag
kings and queens, followed
by a screening of the
latest episode of Drag
Race. After the show,
Irma provides a little
commentary on the
episode, eliciting
rambunctious feedback
from the audience
about whatever drama is
unfolding in the show. Then
more performances! Irma uses
this time to try out new material and
to encourage people who are new to drag to
get up and give it a go.
Irma says that while she loves Drag Race,
she sees there are ways the show fails to
be inclusive. She points out that the show
almost exclusively features men who do
drag, however Irma believes people of any
gender can do drag. She strives to create an
environment at her viewing parties where
people of any gender can feel comfortable
experimenting with drag in spite of the show’s
shortcomings."It’s no accident that the drag
scene in St. John’s is growing, a lot of hard
work is being done to get people to come
out and try it out,” Irma said. “For anyone
interested in seeing drag for the first time,
come on down and anyone who is interested
in performing just let me know, the more
the merrier!”

The chef, often described as "burly, brash, and entertaining," says
practicing yoga needn't overtake your life. “ I don't do it every day, but
I do it as much as I can.” He describes Ashtanga yoga as "intense but
approachable," and says it encourages better habits, and yields powerful results. While he
doesn't consider himself particularly spiritual, he says he can't help but respect the way
the practice can change your thinking.
Ashtanga's spiritual home is in Mysore, India, where Perrin's highly accomplished yoga
teacher Susan Hounsell studies each winter. Hounsell is also Perrin's romantic partner,
which he admits helped provide the nudge to start yoga.
Ashtanga's benefits keep him motivated. Hounsell teaches the demanding discipline
at different levels by adapting movements to fit students' abilities as they progress. It's
great for building strength, but like all yoga, is at root a spiritual discipline. The word
yoga comes from Sanskrit, meaning both union and concentration, and the practice
aims to create harmony, health, and peace in the mind and body.
Melanie Caines liked yoga so much that in 2010, she started her own studio, Nova Yoga.
Side effects of her practice include “feeling joy” and “finding it easier to cope with life.”
The laid back, earth toned studio is reminiscent of the Sprout Restaurant and attracts a
similarly progressive, ecologically conscious clientele. Multiple types of yoga are taught
at Nova by multiple teachers, including pre and post natal, Kundalini, and Yin yoga.
Nova Yoga's popular yoga retreats to such destinations as Costa Rica and Portugal are
definitely a nice way to get your winter practice in.
As yoga's popularity grows , there is truly something for everyone. Not ready to commit
to an Ashtanga practice? Try doing yoga with rescued rabbits or have a Yogassage
session (yoga + massage) at Hot Yoga Bodies, or maybe
some cat cuddling yoga at the Mad Catter Cafe.
Some studios offer chair yoga classes for those with
mobility challenges. Kids can do yoga with Soul Warrior
Yoga For Youth. Hot yoga, like at Moksha Yoga, will
shake the winter chills, Yogalign classes help posture
and chronic pain.
There are many reasons to do yoga, many methods of
practice, and it's open to everyone.
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open to
everyo
ne

BY CHAD BENNETT
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NEWFOUNDLANDIA

How The Death
of Henry Hall
Caused The
Banking Crisis
Of 1894
Much like the process which has
formed our landscape, history
can feel glacial. A slow grinding
course of inevitability, beyond the
capabilities of the individual to
alter. Tolstoy thought of this as
historical collective fatalism, that
the individual cannot affect large
scale societal direction.
Our history would suggest otherwise. Not
only has large scale change happened
quickly, but it has often depended on a single
person. One such person never set foot in
Newfoundland, never smelled an evergreen
forest, but he changed the shape of our
future. Precipitating not from anything he
did, but rather from what he stopped doing.
He stopped breathing.
To meet and re-flesh this lynchpin, we
have to go back to the year 1894, and travel
across the Atlantic to a modest room. Walls
of dark wood panelling, mahogany and
leather furniture, warmed by a low fire, and
filled with the sounds of horse hooves on
cobbles echoing down the streets below.

This was London, the London of Sherlock
Holmes, and still at that time the largest city
on Earth, and the heart of a global empire of
which Newfoundland was a part.
Found within our cozy room is a man
slumped in his chair, head down on his desk,
papers strewn onto the floor. He is middle
aged, portly, mustachioed, slightly balding,
and of average height. His bowler hat on
the corner rack proclaims him a member
of the professional class, and the middling
sherry on his sideboard confirms it. He is an
average person of no remarkable gifts who
happened to live in the right time, to work in
the right place, and most importantly to die
at just the right moment. Mr. Henry Hall has
just expired and changed our world forever.
To understand how, we need to give our
Mr. Hall his breath, and send him back hale
and hearty a few months earlier, back to
his job of stamping forms for the firm of
Messrs. Prowse, Hall, and Morris, London
agents for firms exporting fish to European
markets. On our side of the Atlantic, the
fishing season was picking up pace. As
usual, vessels were made ready through a
series of advances. London advanced the
banks in Newfoundland, which advanced
local mercantile firms, who in turn advanced
captains and crews in exchange for that
season's catch. There was certainly an
element of speculation and risk, but bad
years were cushioned by good ones, and it
had functioned well enough.
Our two banks, the Union Bank of
Newfoundland and the Commercial Bank,

had operated successfully for decades.
They had even managed to out-compete the
British Bank of North America. Were they
greatly weakened by the Great Fire of 1892?
Undoubtedly. Were they over-extending
themselves to recoup losses? Absolutely. By
backing each other's bills, the banks were
able to carry on operations with extreme
overdrafts. Everyone needed this fishing
season to be a success. Mr. Hall couldn't have
known just how important it was for him to
stamp the forms and keep the gears turning.

quickly developed into a mob. Worry was
replaced by desperation transmuted to panic
and chaos. The Commercial Bank closed its
doors, which led to a run on the Union Bank.
Neither would ever open again. Ground to a
halt, seven of the largest mercantile houses,
some established for well over a century,
would not see another sunrise. The next two
weeks were bedlam, bread riots emerged,
mobs surrounded the house of assembly,
stores were looted, and marines were
landed to protect property.

It was a terrific fishing season. Ship after
ship filled with the highest quality fish
sailed into St. John's harbour awaiting
transport across the Atlantic. Autumn in
Newfoundland has always seen a stilled
tension, a mixture of trepidation and hope.
The year's productivity would reach its
maximum and the tally would begin. The
focus would shift from making to shipping.
Would it be enough? Would demand and
prices remain high? Would this winter be
good, bad, or brutal? Would we be enough?

England refused emergency credit, even
though there was well over $2,000,000
worth of goods sitting in St. John's, not
including all of the loaded vessels en-route
and piling up in the docks of London. Enough
goods to pay the balance outstanding a
hundred times over, yet England refused.

The first ships left in September, finding
demand high and prices excellent. October
saw dozens of ships depart on a daily basis.
November was even better, as the finger
piers thrummed with comings and goings.
Red ink was rapidly disappearing. It was
clear that markets were holding strong and
that there remained enough product to sell
to set the banks and merchants onto solid
footings. Full recovery from the Great Fire
was at hand, or should have been.
December finds us back in that cozy office
in London, with that slumped figure and a
scatter of papers. Mr. Henry Hall died and
the firm of Messrs, Prowse, Hall, and Morris
declined any further exchanges pending a
complete investigation into their affairs. On
Saturday, December 8th news reached St.
John's that all transactions were halted,
and that the Bank of England was calling in
debts. Absolute catastrophe.
December 9th our banks stopped all loan
advances and leaned on merchants for
repayment. Some mercantile houses
closed their doors almost immediately,
E.J. Duder on the 8th, and A.F Goodridge
and G.A. Hutchings on the 9th. Merchants
withdrew from all business operations on
December 10th, laying off staff wholesale,
making a huge percentage of the workforce
unemployed overnight.
The Commercial Bank opened its doors on
Monday December 10th to a crowd which

One way out: the Canadian banks. The Canadian
banks, wearing their finest wolfish grins,
offered help. Within the political turmoil of
four different Premiers in a matter of weeks,
Canadian help was accepted. The Bank of
Montreal lent the Newfoundland government
necessary funds and gained exclusive control
over all government accounts. The Bank of
Nova Scotia opened a branch in St. John's
on December 21st, only eleven days after
our banks closed their doors. In the 21st,
century it takes months for aid, monetary or
otherwise, to reach disasters. How, in the 19th
century, could foreign banks make available
not only all necessary funds, but also open a
physical branch in less than 2 weeks without
foreknowledge?
All Canadian banks followed, in what
amounted to a financial coup. The
Canadian dollar was made legal tender; the
Newfoundland dollar which was worth more
was devalued by 1.4%, and pinned equal to it.
Since this moment, the vast majority
of all banking profits left the Island,
leaving us without a financial industry,
without an investment bank, and without
a real representative currency, in effect
permanently disadvantaged.
The fall of our banks was also the fall of
an independent Newfoundland. It was
at this moment that we joined Canada.
All subsequent confederation talks and
elections were just window dressing. Had
Mr. Henry Hall lived even one month longer,
you and I and our fair Isle would be very
different indeed. History does not record
how Mr. Hall died. I wonder. (A re-imagining
based on real events. Source: Heritage NF)
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EVENTS IN THE GREEN SPACE
“Once the weather turns warmer, look for
more events – things like plays, classes,
music, yoga – happening out on the lawn in
front of the CRA Tax Centre next door,” says
Smee. “We just secured a lease on the front
corner of that lawn that gives us the freedom
to organize activities there, which is a huge
asset to the Market for sure.”

BY LAUREN POWER

MORE EVENTS IN THE BUILDING
OUTSIDE OF MARKETS
“Over the last few months, we’ve been pilottesting how the Community Market works
as an event venue, and it’s been great,” says
Smee. “We’ve had academic conferences,
concerts, festivals, pop-up markets,
and lots more happen there.
Many of these have been
rentals, so if you have a fun
idea for something in the
Community Market space,
we’re all ears right now.
2019 will see a big scaleup on this.”

Big Plans
for 2019

2018 was a big year for the St. John’s
Farmers’ Market. It moved into its
permanent home at 245 Freshwater
Road just six months ago, and
it already feels like an
essential space, one that
we’d been lacking for
a long time.
In 2018, readers of The
Overcast voted it "Best
Thing to Happen in 2018."
“So many people’s reaction,
when they came to the new
Market for the first time, was
‘Finally!’,” says Josh Smee, Chair of
the St. John's Farmers Market.
So, SJFM is a big hit. They do a ton of
community engagement. Everybody’s on
board. The only question is “What’s next?”
We talked to Josh about what’s coming to
market in 2019.
NEW MARKET DATES AND FORMATS
“One big piece of our consumer research right
now is about adding a new date or format.
We’re kicking around the idea of a foodfocused evening market on Thursdays or
Fridays (potentially with a cash bar), artisan
markets on Sundays, or additional regular
market dates seasonally. Look for plans to be
announced this winter!”
MARKET SHOP AND COFFEE SHOP
You might have noticed a booth set up with a
"market shop" sign. “In 2019, that will launch
as a small shop that offers patrons access
to products from vendors who aren’t on site
that day, as well as Market merch,” says
Smee, who notes that they’re also looking at
expanding the hours of the on-site coffee shop.

COMMUNITY
PARTNERSHIPS
“We’re always looking for other
community organizations to partner
with on things that will animate the Market
space,” says Smee. “In 2019, we’ll have MUN’s
Folklore students doing a residency collecting
stories, entrepreneurship competitions,
workshops, and lots more.” They’re also
looking at having dedicated booth space just
for youth entrepreneurs to be able to testdrive a business idea for a week or two, as
well as rotating non-profit accessible space.
SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES
“Reducing waste has been a big part of our
mission at the SJFM,” says Smee. “We’ve got
all the reusable dishware and equipment to
handle it, which has brought our waste much
lower, but there’s still more we can do to
minimize our environmental impact.”
MORE FEEDBACK FROM YOU:
“We actually really want to hear back
from readers on this,” says Smee.
“We have a customer survey open at
stjohnsfarmersmarket.ca/survey where
folks can tell us what they’d like to see
happen at the Market.”

stjohnsfarmersmarket.ca/survey
Take the SJFM survey! Or, if you have a specific idea to pitch to SJFM,
email Pam Anstey, SJFM Executive Director, at ed@sjfm.ca
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St. John's Farmer’s
Market's

Sweet
& Saucy

She has a hot
sauce perfect for
Caesar salad

Spicing Up
Condiment and
Cocktail Options
in St. John's
BY FELICITY ROBERTS

Saucy And Sweet By Andrea
Maunder is the newest player in
the local condiment and cocktail
game, and entertaining at home
just got a lot easier.
Featuring a large and colourful selection
of artisanal syrups, sort of like gourmet
Purity Syrup for your booze, making
mojitos, daiquiris and the like is now
within the reach of even the least
competent home bartenders among us
(myself included).
There are also jellies, chutneys,
mustards, and mustard pickles, sauces,
including a hot sauce perfect for Caesars
and ... wait for it ... Blueberry Ketchup!
Bengali spiced, with curry flavours and
slight heat, the condiment compliments
everything from moose to lamb. Local
berries only, of course.
For dessert lovers, there's hot chocolate,
caramel sauce, and various other baked

goods and sweet treats the
acclaimed pastry chef thinks up.

Available at the Farmers Market,
with some pop-ups around the city, the
commercial venture is as young as the
new Market space itself, but has been on
the back burner of Maunder's mind for
many years now. “The universe is funny”
says Maunder. “When you follow your
dreams, things work out, but when you
resist that. all sorts of obstacles arise.”
Her love of spice and flavour is evident
from her restaurant / Bacalao's creative
pairings, such as local salt cod and Thai
red curry (sauteed together in coconut
milk). Maunder and Bacalao were early
leaders in the locavore movement.
Over a decade later, many great local
chefs are helping to fill this niche, and
with business slower in a slumping
economy, Maunder is taking the great
leap forward. Bacalao has announced it
is closing.
With a growing cocktail culture, Maunder
sees export opportunities for Saucy and
Sweet, and is also eyeing some select
locations to retail in town. She's excited
about the future. Saucy and Sweet offers
catering, and Maunder is not just a chef,
but also a sommelier, so wine pairings
are available.
A visit to Maunder at the Farmers
Market will fill you with dreams of her
products' many uses, from spicing
up stir fries to enhancing charcuterie.
Bacalao will remain open until the sale
of the building.

Affordable
Housing in
St. John's

We Have a
Problem & The
City Released
a Plan
BY CHAD BENNETT

cost less than 30% of a household's pre-tax
income, including all related housing costs
such as mortgage/rent, property taxes, home
energy, water, and repairs. According
to that definition of the 47,625
households in the city of St.
John's, approximately
12,100 of them are living
in unaffordable housing.
This is especially true
among renters. 64.9%
of all tenant households
find themselves in
housing which is taking
more than 30% of their
income, as opposed
A full time
to only 35.1% of owner
minimum wage
households.

worker in St. John's is
unable to comfortably
afford a 1-bedroom
apartment.

The City of St. John's
council approved its
affordable housing strategy on
November 19, 2018. This plan will
cover a 10 year time period from 2019
to 2028, and set the direction the city
means to take on housing initiatives.

The report is 52 pages of buzz word salad
with vague directions on how to achieve
nebulous concepts. Once all of the synergistic
synergies of innovative action, strategic roadmaps for leading, and cultivating revitalization
continuums are left by the wayside, what
if anything, remains? Does the City of St.
John's have any concrete plans for addressing
housing affordability? Let's find out.
THE SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM
First we need to assess the scope of the
problem. The city uses the definition for what
qualifies as affordable housing of; it must

Someone working full
time for minimum wage,
$11.25/h, would earn $23,400
per year. However according to
CMHC a bachelor apartment would
cost $8,388, and a 1 bedroom $9,516, or
36% and 41% respectively of that full time
workers salary. When a full time worker is
unable to comfortably afford a 1 bedroom
apartment we know a problem exists.
TOURISM: GOOD FOR THE ECONOMY,
BAD FOR RENTERS
An average bachelor apartment rents for
$699 a month, a 1 bedroom $793, and a 2
bedroom $956 with vacancy rates for each
of 5.1%, 6.9%, and 6.8% respectively. There
exists considerable debate on the subject,
but vacancy levels of between 5 and 8% are
generally considered healthy, they provide
market rates which reflect that market's
carrying capacity. So why isn't our relatively
healthy vacancy rate producing affordable
rental rates? A combination of things, but
most significantly tourism. Tourism has had

on the whole an extremely positive impact
on our Province and city, but tourism has
not been kind to our rental rates. The rapid
increase in vacation rentals, AirBnb,
as well as summer homes has
removed a large percentage
of rental apartments and
homes from the resident
market. These tourist
rentals as well as the
housing stock which
has been set aside for
our offshore corporate
market has turned our
healthy vacancy rate of 5
to 7% into something closer
to an effective rate of 2 to
4%, thereby artificially
reducing supply and
increasing rental
prices for everyone.
It all boils down to
this, new apartment
construction has not kept
pace with the rapid growth of
the tourism sector, and the way our housing
stock has evolved to meet this new demand.
The city of St. John's does appear to fully
appreciate the situation and are preparing
to take corrective steps. This is where the
buzz words end and the concrete ideas take
over. The affordable housing strategy states
unequivocally that the City of St. John's will
focus on households with an income too high
to be eligible for social housing. but too low to
afford market rents or purchasing options.
HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE CITY'S
AFFORDABLE HOUSING PLAN
In addition to maintaining current waivers of
development fees for affordable housing, here
are the highlights of the city's 10 year plan:

ONE
A civic housing action fund and housing
catalyst grants. Almost no affordable housing
gets constructed by the private sector for the
simple reason that more profitable ventures
exists, therefore some degree of financial
stimulus or incentives will be required.
TWO
Identification of all city owned vacant land and
buildings for re-purposing. It will be essential
to use the resources at hand if we are to
increase efficiency and affordability.
THREE
Allow subsidiary dwelling units in as many
residential zones as possible. This has the
potential to create many new rental units with
minimal investment.
FOUR
Include provisions for tiny homes and support
intensification and mixed use development.
This should allow for an improved level of
service, and create new homes in convenient
areas without the need to increase taxation.
We're all aware that some degree of infill
will be required, however, striking the right
balance will be key.
FIVE
Support the Non-profit Housing Division, the
Affordable Housing Working Group, and End
Homelessness St. John's. It takes continuous
leadership and effort to make even the
smallest improvement.
The city's stated vision for this new strategy
is: "a vibrant, inclusive, and thriving city with
a wide range of affordable housing options
that contribute directly to community health,
sustainable growth, and economic security".
The vision is laudable, the direction is sound,
and the right tools have been highlighted.
What remains now is to make it real, and that
will take extreme effort. Will buzz words turn
into results? One thing is certain, they will
need our support.
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2019 Trend Forecast
Matcha, Mushroom Coffee,
Godparent Proposals & More
In 2018, kids chowed down on
Tide Pods for the bizarre Tide Pod
Challenge. What trends do we have
waiting for us in 2019? According to
Pinterest, some of these things:
FOOD TRENDS
Matcha, Ginger, and Elderberry
With the Avacado buzz burning out, and
Cauliflower as a substitute for everything
coming to a close (what, you didn’t have
“Cauliflower Wings” or cauliflower pizza crust in
2018?), it’s time to move on to a new favourite
food. Pinterest is predicting Matcha (green tea
powder) and elderberry to be big in the new
year. Fresh ginger, as both an ingredient in
meals and as an oil with health benefits, will
also get its time in the spotlight in 2019.
MEGA FOOD TREND
Mushrooms
Pinterest predicts 2019 will be the year
of mushrooms in everything. If so,
Newfoundland Distillery Co. is ahead of the
trend: they released their newest spirit, Chaga
Rum, in December of 2018. “Mushrooms
could pop up in everything from coffee to
chocolate bars” according to Pinterest.
LIFESTYLE TREND
Sober Living
Pinterest searches are up 746%.
HOBBY TREND
The Side Hustle
I guess we’re all broke, because it’s a sad time
in history when “making more money” becomes
our forecasted hobby for the coming year. Luckily
they’re implying it’s more about monetizing
interests, from DJ-ing to online tutoring.
DIET TREND
Pegan
The Paleo Diet has had some lasting power
(basically, eating what cavemen ate, or stuff
you'd find in the wild, no processed foods, etc).
Veganism has also been on the rise. In 2019,
they’ll merge, for a new class of consumers,
known as Pegans. Pegan is already up by
337% in Pinterest searches.
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Pinterest
searches are

upfor746%
Sober

WEIRD NEW
Living
OVERBLOWN
SOCIAL NORM TREND
Godparent Proposals
Direct quote, “Godparent
proposals are the new gender reveal
parties for 2019.”

2019'S “ALTERNATIVE MILK” TREND
Oats
“As for the ever-evolving dairy aisle,”
Pinterest says, “oat milk is the new almond
milk, with searches up 186%.”
HOME TRENDS
Wild Walls
“In 2019, that home will look bold,” Pinterest
tells us. “Bright pops of wall colour, whether
it’s paint or wallpaper, are on the rise. Adding
colour by painting parquet floors also saw
a huge surge, with searches up 1276%.
Textured walls are also big, including yarn and
fabric walls (up 1718%) and retro tin walls
(up 563%). In 2019, green will dominate, with
searches for vertical gardens rising 287%, and
cactus arrangements up 287%.”
MALE FASHION TRENDS
Return of Some Classics
Much to the dismay of those who never
gave up on things like corduroy, light denim
washes, or wrist watches in this digital world,
they’re all set to make a comeback in 2019.
That includes corduroy blazers, not just pants.
Also for haircuts: French Crop Cuts.
FEMALE FASHION TRENDS
Biker Shorts & Statement Sneakers
According to Pinterest, “Biker shorts are back,
with searches for the 1990s staple up 1323%.”
But blowing even that whopping figure out
of the water will be statement sneakers,
whose searches are up by 2211%. Also: Robe
silhouettes, to complement predictions 2019
will be all about cozy, natural looks, in terms
of both clothing and makeup trends.
MORE 2019 TRENDS AT RANDOM
1 Gold Wedding Dresses
2 Hair dyed Lilac
3 Rio de Janerio (Brazil)

Nostradamus's
Big Predictions
for 2019 Include
World War 3
BY CHRIS DONALDSON

Of all the names of all the
prophets and predictors of the
future, Nostradamus remains
the most popular. He died in
1566, but left us with visions of
the future, for years to come.
Those who read very deeply (too deeply)
into his writings, believe his predictions
have all come to fruition, and credit
Nostradamus with predicting things like
Hitler, WWII, JFK's assassination, the
moon landing, and 9/11. His predictions
are written more vaguely than a palm
reader saying "A Man in Your Life
Will Do Something Bad Shortly," but
Nostradamus himself recognized the
vagueness of his writing. He claimed he
had to write cryptically to avoid being
persecuted and sentenced to death for
witchcraft.
Apparently, he was weirding people out in
the 1500s with all his witch-like prophecy.
When some of his visions came true while
he was still alive, people cried out for his
execution. So he kept it vague instead
of spelling it out, to make people more
comfortable.
What's he predicting for 2019, as
interpreted by his (generally selfacclaimed) best interpreters?
WORLD WAR III!
Brace yourself for WWIII, folks! And it's
going to last for 27 years. It'll be a head to
head between "2 global super powers." No
details on the countries themselves, but
it'll start after the pope is assassinated by
an anti-Christ?
A "500-MILE EARTHQUAKE" FROM
VANCOUVER TO CALIFORNIA
Apparently, this will be the greatest
natural disaster in the history of the

United States, affecting hundreds of
millions of lives. 2 tectonic plates
will crash, one'll slip under the other,
unleashing an earthquake all the way
between Vancouver Island and Califoria.
If the worst happens, 225,000 square
miles "will become unrecognizable."
GLOBAL LEADERS WILL FINALLY
ADDRESS CLIMATE CHANGE
Climate Change will continue, there'll be
lots of very bad hurricanes and floods, so
world leaders will finally come together
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The
US in particular will be nailed by many
horrible hurricanes. Especially in Florida,
Texas, and New Orleans.
CLIMATE CHANGE WILL CAUSE
GLOBAL CONFLICT
Apparently, China will become the
reigning global super power by
capitalizing on climate change.
FLOODS OF "EXTRAORDINARY
MAGNITUDE" IN EUROPE
Especialy in Hungary, Italy, and Czech
Republic.
TOTAL ECLIPSE WILL PROMPT
DOOM FOR CATHOLICISM
A total eclipse on July 23rd will possibly
mark the beginning of a disaster for the
Catholic church, possibly other Christian
denominations, who knows, but this
will bring chaos to all of the world.
Nostradamus is a bit if a drama queen.
WE WILL BE ABLE TO SPEAK
TO ANIMALS!
"The pigs will become brothers to man"
whatever that means. His interpreters
take it to mean we may develop tech to
communicate with animals. Others think
it means we start treating them better.
"MEDICINE WILL ADVANCE A LOT"
Specifically in keeping us alive longer. We'll
be living up to 200 years before you know it.
TECHNOLOGY UNITES US
Nostradamus refers to "a new engine
that will appear." His interpreters figure
this means the internet. And that we
will invent some new global language
or social media platform to unite all of
humanity, because of the internet.

GRAB 2019
BY THE TAIL.

merbys.ca

Comfort is
a place called
Glerups.
Get pure wool Glerups for cottage feet,
camping feet, pool house feet, deck and patio
feet, and—oh yes—bedroom feet too!
Glerups comfort goes where you go. Every place!

Available at:

The Outfitters (709) 579-4453
Twisted Sisters Boutik (709) 722-6004
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here is home to
amazing makers, creative geniuses, hard-working growers, innovators,
problem-solvers, gifted salespeople, foodies, artists and dynamos of
the human spirit who use their hearts and hands to create products and
services that solve problems and meet community needs.

here is how to find them

www.guidetothegood.ca

